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FanCompass Announces Key Board Members and Advisors 

Bay Area Sports Technology Company Attracts Top Talent 

 
October 1, 2016 (San Rafael, CA) - With a singular focus on supporting professional 
clubs and college teams around the world to convert fan engagement into revenue, 
FanCompass is building a strong team of sports talent to drive the company forward. 
This includes adding Bay Area sports industry and technology leaders as board 
members and advisors, such as Andy Dolich, Keith Bruce, Zain Khan, David LaPlaca, and 
James Lavelle.  

An esteemed sports executive with more than 40 years in the industry, Andy Dolich 
brings extensive experience to the FanCompass Board of Directors. Having spent many 
years in senior marketing and operations roles for the Oakland Athletics, San Francisco 
49ers and Memphis Grizzlies, Dolich is currently Director of Career 
Development-Collegiate Athletics Master’s Program and University of San Francisco. 
 
After a successful three-year stint as CEO of the 2016 San Francisco Bay Area Super 
Bowl Host Committee, Keith Bruce has recently joined the FanCompass Advisory 
Board. Bruce brings deep knowledge of sports marketing and operations to the advisor 
position, having spent more than 25 years in various marketing agency roles, including 
9 years as President of SportsMark Management Group. 

Additional board member appointments include Bay Area technology executive, Zain 
Khan.  As part of the early Google team, Khan was known as “The Ops Guy” and grew 
the Corporate IT department from 35 employees to over 10,000 across 20 global 
offices.  A Silicon Valley veteran, Khan brings deep technology and start-up angel 
investment expertise to the FanCompass team.  

CEO of Intellectus Partners, a leading Silicon Valley Wealth & Strategic Advisory firm to 
Entrepreneurs, David LaPlaca adds decades of experience working with 
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entrepreneurial ventures to the FanCompass Board and Jim Lavelle, CEO of Lightbeam 
Electric Company, brings his focus on entrepreneurship and innovation to his role on 
the Board. 

“As we begin our second decade as FanCompass, this company benefits greatly from 
the collective experience, wisdom and passion of our board members and advisors 
who are as excited about the impact our technology is making on the sports industry 
as we are,” said Jamie Pardi, FanCompass President and CEO.  

In addition, FanCompass has formalized relationships with numerous team executives 
as part of the company’s invitation-only “Premier Partner Panel,” a distinguished 
group of industry visionaries joined together to incubate new sports technologies. This 
includes Tom Glick, COO of City Football Group; Tim Hinchey, President of the 
Colorado Rapids; Alan Ledford, President of the El Paso Chihuahuas; Chris Heck, CRO of 
the Philadelphia 76ers; Joe Wagoner, COO of Sac Republic FC; Derek Franks, GM of the 
Fresno Grizzlies; Andrea Pagnanelli of the International Champions Cup; and Jon Staub, 
also of the El Paso Chihuahuas.  

About FanCompass  

Our visionary story began in 2004 with an idea inspired by a passion for the sports 
business and a penchant for technology in the San Francisco Bay Area. It started with a 
digital fan engagement and CRM strategy that was piloted by a handful of innovative 
major league sports teams.  The success of these programs led to building a product 
and company that officially launched in 2009 as GAGA Sports, aptly named to describe 
the strong emotion a fan feels for their favorite team.  

Fast forward to today’s sports market, where fan engagement is only the beginning of 
what is possible from a revenue perspective. Understanding that teams must monetize 
every aspect of the fan experience to build a sustainable business, GAGA Sports was 
relaunched as FanCompass in 2016 with one singular mission: convert fan engagement 
into revenue.  The FanCompass Sports Revenue Platform™ is transforming the industry 
by driving actionable data back to Sponsorship/Commercial, Ticketing, and Marketing 
revenue centers.  In the words of one team owner, “I give FanCompass a dime, they 
give me a dollar.  I will do those types of deals all day long.”  

To learn more, visit fancompass.com. 
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